
Our growing company is looking for a global architect. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for global architect

Define a platform strategy and technology roadmap for an enterprise-grade
customer service experience and for employee telephony services
Develop and present business cases for all voice related projects
Research emerging technologies in the areas of communication and
collaboration, and maintain up-to date knowledge on vendors, product lines,
services, and integration techniques
Demonstrate a passion for innovation and understanding of future
technology trends, utilizing cloud solutions
Conduct current state analysis and develop future state designs and
recommendations that unify, transform and maximize the value of voice
services with 3rd party solutions such as Skype for Business, Polycom, soft
phones, real-presence
Utilizing a solid understanding of enterprise voice architecture, build, support
and transform voice services from an on premise designed solution to a
completely hosted cloud solution
Provide third level support for telephony software and hardware issues and
work closely with Network, End User Support and Voice Operations Team as
required
Utilize strong technical problem solving and analytic skills to isolate problems,
recommend and implement solutions for network-related and IP-based voice
services across the enterprise including all regional and global offices
Review proposals from contractors, define statements of work, negotiate
costs and value-add services for global voice projects
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Qualifications for global architect

Expert knowledge and hands-on advanced systems design and programming
for call center ACD’s (Routing, EAS, Vectors, VDN’s, Agents, Variables, )
Expert level knowledge of PBX telephone systems and voicemail systems
with specific programming experience with Avaya
Associate’s degree in Business Administration or related discipline or
equivalent combination of education, training, and experience
Bachelor's degree in computer science or a related study
Seven to ten years of experience in at least two IT disciplines in a
client/server or service-oriented architecture (SOA) environment, including
infrastructure architecture, network design, application development,
middleware, servers and storage, database management, and operations
Two years experience in infrastructure architecture
Exposure to SAP in a single global instance environment


